Aims: Two specific objectives were established to quantify computer task performance among people with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). First, we compared simple computational task performance between subjects with DMD and age-matched typically developing (TD) subjects. Second, we examined correlations between the ability of subjects with DMD to learn the computational task and their motor functionality, age, and initial task performance.

Method: The study included 84 individuals (42 with DMD, mean age of 18±5.5 years, and 42 age-matched controls). They executed a computer maze task; all participants performed the acquisition (20 attempts) and retention (five attempts) phases, repeating the same maze. A different maze was used to verify transfer performance (five attempts). The Motor Function Measure Scale was applied, and the results were compared with maze task performance.

Results: In the acquisition phase, a significant decrease was found in movement time (MT) between the first and last acquisition block, but only for the DMD group. For the DMD group, MT during transfer was shorter than during the first acquisition block, indicating improvement from the first acquisition block to transfer. In addition, the TD group showed shorter MT than the DMD group across the study.

Conclusion: DMD participants improved their performance after practicing a computational task; however, the difference in MT was present in all attempts among DMD and control subjects. Computational task improvement was positively influenced by the initial performance of individuals with DMD. In turn, the initial performance was influenced by their distal functionality but not their age or overall functionality.
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Introduction

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a severe, progressive disease that affects one in 3,600–6,000 live male births. Affected individuals can have mildly delayed motor milestones and most are unable to run and jump due to proximal muscle weakness. Patients are generally diagnosed when toddlers and become wheelchair-dependent in their early teens. While there is no cure, recent therapeutic advances have considerably extended the life span of individuals with DMD. Several studies have recently described DMD phenotype and genotype, heart problems, postural adjustment, physical training, multidisciplinary clinical evaluations, therapeutic treatments, and drug treatment. However, there is growing interest in the use of computers by subjects with DMD. Computers and assistive technology devices can maximize independence, productivity, and participation of persons with disabilities in academic programs, employment, recreation, and other activities. Importantly, new technologies enable people with severe limitations or even a total inability to control arm or hand movements to successfully perform everyday tasks, thus improving quality of life.
James and Orr\textsuperscript{19} investigated progressive upper limb weakness in DMD and found that the shoulder and elbow were equally affected, with the hand being the least affected, suggesting that the degree of weakness is greatest proximally. This situation enables effective computer use with the hands but makes it more difficult to write given the need to move the elbow and arm.

Despite recognition of the importance of computer use for the functioning of people with disabilities, few studies have examined computer task performance by subjects with DMD. de Moura et al\textsuperscript{20} used a computer task to evaluate automatic and voluntary visuospatial attention in subjects with DMD and healthy males. The results for participants with DMD were similar to that of younger children, suggesting that the disease is associated with delayed maturation of voluntary attention mechanisms. Stern et al\textsuperscript{21} and Vilozi et al\textsuperscript{22} used computer games to encourage respiratory efforts by patients with DMD and demonstrated that a properly utilized computer training program can improve ventilation performance and respiratory muscle endurance in DMD.

The present study was designed to characterize the performance of people with DMD in undertaking a basic computational task, and the results were interpreted from the theoretical framework of motor learning. Clinical studies into other diseases are already using the framework of motor learning in the rehabilitation of patients with cerebral palsy, stroke, and Down syndrome\textsuperscript{23–29} However, there is limited research into motor learning in the habilitation and rehabilitation of people with DMD.\textsuperscript{20,30} Bendixen et al\textsuperscript{31} reported that people with DMD exhibit very low levels of participation in skill-based activities, including those that require taking lessons to learn new skills.

The current study aimed at verifying the quantitative performance of people with DMD in undertaking a computer task. Two specific objectives were established: 1) to compare the performances of typical developing (TD) age-matched controls and subjects with DMD on a simple computational task and 2) to establish correlations between DMD subject computational task performance and motor functionality, age, and initial maze task performance.

**Methods**

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee for review of research projects of the School of Medicine of ABC (Santo Andre, Brazil) (protocol number 12613013.4.0000.0082). Each participant’s legal guardian freely signed an informed consent form prior to study enrollment.

**Participants**

A total of 84 subjects participated, including 42 males with DMD and 42 age- and sex-matched TD individuals. The average age was 18.11±5.5 (min, 10; max, 32). The ages and scale scores of the two groups are shown in Table 1.

We evaluated all individuals with DMD at the Brazilian Association of Muscular Dystrophy (Associação Brasileira de Distrofia Muscular – ABDIM) who fit the inclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria for the DMD group were a diagnosis of DMD confirmed by a molecular method and/or protein expression and undergoing treatment at ABDIM. For the TD group, subjects had to be eligible males without any neuromuscular conditions. Exclusion criteria for participants in both groups were: not performing the task in a single trial-test (verbal and written instructions were provided before the experiment), presence of upper limb deformity or muscle weakness that prevented keyboard handling, or nonacceptance of participation in research by the participant and/or legal guardian by not signing the consent form and/or terms of agreement.

**Instruments**

**Maze task**

To verify computer task performance, we used a maze task proposed by Souza et al\textsuperscript{32} and used by Possebom et al.\textsuperscript{29} It consisted of traversing within a path on the computer screen in the shortest possible time. The maze had one entrance, one exit, and only one way to achieve the goal. Souza et al\textsuperscript{32} stated that the maze task can be used in the diagnostic evaluation of individuals with changes in control and motor learning to identify aspects that are compromised during motor task execution. The maze task has the advantage that it can be adapted to many different subjects, including children, the elderly, and people with neurological disorders.

Therefore, two drawings of mazes with only one correct path were chosen. The labyrinth patterns in both mazes were distinct; however, the numbers of moves needed to accomplish the task were similar. Figure 1 illustrates the task variations for each stage of the experiment.

**Table 1 Subject age and MFM scale scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>TD group</th>
<th>DMD group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>18.1±5.5</td>
<td>18.1±5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFM-total (%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>43.2±10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFM-D3 (%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>73.1±10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Data is presented as mean ± SD.

**Abbreviations:** DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; MFM, Motor Function Measure; MFM-D3, third domain score of the MFM scale; NA, not applicable; TD, typical development.
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Procedure
Participants or their legal guardians signed a consent form and underwent gross motor function evaluation as scored by two physiotherapists who discussed and arrived at a consensus regarding the MFM score.

After evaluating motor performance, participants completed the maze task individually in a room equipped with a computer, table, chair, and the evaluator responsible for providing instruction. The chair and footrest were adjusted according to the height and needs of the individual so that they would be properly positioned to view the beginning and end of the task. Before starting the task, the researcher demonstrated and described how to perform the task once; then, all the participants completed a single trial test to verify that they understood the instructions. They were asked to perform the task in the shortest time possible, taking the pawn to the “X” using the keyboard arrows (up, down, right, and left).

During the acquisition phase, all groups attempted the maze 20 times, and then after 5 minutes, they performed five more repetitions of Maze 1 for the retention phase. Finally, for the transfer phase, they performed five repetitions in Maze 2. The study design task is shown in Figure 2.

Data analysis
The results were obtained using blocks (five attempts each) for all study phases (acquisition, retention, and transfer). This approach was adopted to minimize the impact of variable individual values. Analyses of variance were used to make comparisons between groups (DMD and TD groups) and block attempts (acquisition and practice effects: first acquisition block versus last acquisition block; retention: last acquisition block versus retention block; transfer: retention block versus transfer block) with repeated measures for the factor block. Tukey honest significant difference post hoc testing was also performed. We used Pearson correlation coefficients to assess the degree of association between variables. Regression analysis considering improvement in movement time (MT) in three dimensions (D1, D2, and D3) that provide a detailed profile of the physical impairment: D1, standing and transfers; D2, axial and proximal motor function; and D3, distal motor function. The scoring for each task uses a four-point scale based on the subject’s maximal abilities without assistance: 0, cannot initiate the task or maintain the starting position; 1, performs the task partially; 2, performs the task incompletely or imperfectly (with compensatory/uncontrolled movements or slowness); or 3, performs the task fully and “normally”. The 32 scores are summed to yield a total score expressed as the percentage of the maximum possible score (that obtained with no physical impairment); the lower the total score, the more severe the impairment. Analyses of variance were used to make comparisons between groups (DMD and TD groups) and block attempts (acquisition and practice effects: first acquisition block versus last acquisition block; retention: last acquisition block versus retention block; transfer: retention block versus transfer block) with repeated measures for the factor block. Tukey honest significant difference post hoc testing was also performed. We used Pearson correlation coefficients to assess the degree of association between variables. Regression analysis considering improvement in movement time (MT) in three dimensions (D1, D2, and D3) that provide a detailed profile of the physical impairment: D1, standing and transfers; D2, axial and proximal motor function; and D3, distal motor function. The scoring for each task uses a four-point scale based on the subject’s maximal abilities without assistance: 0, cannot initiate the task or maintain the starting position; 1, performs the task partially; 2, performs the task incompletely or imperfectly (with compensatory/uncontrolled movements or slowness); or 3, performs the task fully and “normally”. The 32 scores are summed to yield a total score expressed as the percentage of the maximum possible score (that obtained with no physical impairment); the lower the total score, the more severe the impairment.

Results
Practice effects
Significant differences were found between the DMD and TD groups, $F(1, 82)=268.3, P<0.001, \eta^2=0.77$; the first and last acquisition blocks, $F(1, 82)=69.58, P<0.01, \eta^2=0.46$; and interaction for block by group, $F(1, 82)=14.44, P<0.01, \eta^2=0.15$. Post hoc comparisons indicated a significant decrease in MT between the first and last acquisition blocks, but only for the DMD group (8.4 and 5.7 seconds, respectively) and not for the TD group (4.4 and 3.4 seconds, respectively; Figure 3). In addition, the TD group showed a shorter MT than the DMD group with practice. The results are detailed in Table 2.

Retention
The comparison of the final practice and retention blocks did not reveal any significant main or interaction effects by block. That is, the patterns of MT in the final practice and retention blocks were similar for both groups, indicating consolidating learning in the DMD group. However, the main effect for group persisted, $F(1, 82)=20.91, P<0.001, \eta^2=0.20$.
Transfer
There were significant effects of block, $F(1, 82) = 63.84$, $P < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.44$, indicating that MT increased from retention to transfer (DMD group 5.7 and 6.6 seconds; TD 3.3 and 4.0 seconds, respectively). The significant main effect of group also remained, $F(1, 82) = 256.5$, $P < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.21$. There was no interaction between the two factors. Finally, proactive interference was examined by comparing MT during the transfer and first acquisition blocks. This revealed significant effects for block, $F(1, 82) = 22.21$, $P < 0.01$, $\eta^2 = 0.21$ and block by group, $F(1, 82) = 9.72$, $P < 0.01$, $\eta^2 = 0.11$. Post hoc comparisons indicated that MT during transfer was shorter than during the first acquisition block. However, this was only the case for the DMD group (8.4 and 6.6 seconds, respectively) and not for the TD group (4.4 and 4.0 seconds, respectively). We also observed a significant main effect for group, $F(1, 82) = 23.68$, $P < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.22$.

The differences between groups for each trial are shown in Figure 4.

We evaluated the linear correlation between block attempts and the functional scale scores. The results show significant moderate negative correlations between the MFM-D3 and trial blocks (Table 3), indicating that subjects who performed relatively well on the MFM-D3 required less time to complete the maze.

The regression analysis revealed a significant finding $F(4, 37) = 42.61$, $P < 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.82$, resulting in the following equation: improvement = 0.462 × first practice block. In other words, only the MT in the first practice block predicted the degree of learning; motor tests performance did not contribute. To understand which factors influenced performance...
in the first practice block, another regression analysis was performed between the first block of the acquisition phase with age, MFM-tot, and MFM-D3. There was a significant finding for the regression model, $F(3.38) = 6.31, P = 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.33$, resulting in the following equation: performance in the first practice block = $-0.219 \times$ MFM-D3. In other words, only MFM D3 could predict performance in the first practice block.

### Discussion

People suffering from severe disabilities can benefit from the use of assistive technologies that facilitate communication, house-environment management, and mobility according to the user’s residual motor abilities. Determining the computing task performance of individuals with disabilities can help develop important strategies to maintain or improve their functionality.

Considering the maze task, the results show that only participants in the DMD group had significant performance differences between the beginning and end of the acquisition phase, with reduced time to perform the task. Subjects with DMD were able to maintain their performance, and although there was a significant difference between retention and transfer, the MT values of transfer were below that at baseline (Block A1). These results suggest that individuals with DMD were able to adapt to the task and improve their performance with training. Similarly, Savion-Lemieux and Penhune observed a reduction in time to execute a given task after training, verifying that learning occurred.

Conversely, we found that participants in the TD group did not improve their performance during training. The MT verified in the first acquisition block was already close to their fastest performance, suggesting that the task was easier for the TD group.

### Table 2

Mean and standard deviations of the blocks in each study phase of the study. In addition the mean difference and 95% CI are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>TD group</th>
<th>DMD group</th>
<th>Mean difference (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition (s)</td>
<td>4.4±1.3</td>
<td>3.4±0.7</td>
<td>8.4±5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention (s)</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4±0.7</td>
<td>3.3±0.8</td>
<td>5.7±3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer (s)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3±0.8</td>
<td>4.0±0.10</td>
<td>5.7±3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 with transfer (s)</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4±1.3</td>
<td>4.0±0.10</td>
<td>8.4±5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: A1, first acquisition block; A4, last acquisition block; CI, confidence interval; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; R, retention test block; T, transfer test block; TD, typical development; s, seconds.
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**Figure 4** Difference between the groups in each trial block (mean ± standard deviation).

**Note:** The x- and y-axis represent, respectively, each trial block and the time of the DMD group minus the time of the TD group in seconds.

**Abbreviations:** A1, first acquisition block; A2, second acquisition block; A3, third acquisition block; A4, fourth acquisition block; R, retention test block; T, transfer test block; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; TD, typical development.
Table 3 Correlation coefficient considering trial blocks with age and functional scale results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>MFM-total</th>
<th>MFM-D3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *r* values where *P* < 0.05.

Abbreviations: A1, first acquisition block; A2, second acquisition block; A3, third acquisition block; A4, fourth acquisition block; MFM, Motor Function Measure; MFM-D3, third domain score of the MFM scale; R, retention test block; T, transfer test block.

Regarding the difference between groups, the performance of individuals with DMD was inferior to the TD group for all phases of the task. This demonstrates that despite their ability to learn a motor task on the computer, their disease hindered their functional performance. DMD is characterized by progressive muscle weakness due to myofibril deterioration, which results in slower movement. Other musculoskeletal factors may have contributed to difficulties in task execution, such as increased connective tissue (fibrosis) which accompanies the muscular changes and fatigue in DMD.

Studies comparing DMD and TD individuals also found performance differences. Mattar and Sobreira studied hand weakness, and Nakafuji and Tsuji evaluated perceptual motor processes and bilateral transfer in individuals with DMD and age-matched controls; both studies found significant differences between the two groups. Their results suggest that protocols used for TD individuals might yield different results than for subjects with DMD.

Linear regression revealed that the age of participants with DMD in our study did not influence maze performance. Given the progressive nature of DMD and that the age of our sample (mean ± standard deviation, 18 ± 5.5; range: 10–32 years) was greater than the average age reported in several other studies, it is not surprising that older subjects had worse task performance.

We observed significant moderate negative correlations between the MFM-D3 and trial blocks (Table 3), indicating that persons who perform relatively well on the MFM-D3 require less time to complete the maze and suggesting that performance was related to arm motor skill. However, the linear correlation demonstrated that the execution time in block A1 was the only variable capable of predicting participant performance in the acquisition phase of the computer task. Again, the level of MFM-D3 (ie, upper limb motor function) could predict performance in the initial block of attempts (block A1). Previous studies that assessed motor learning and bilateral transfer of learning in individuals with DMD also reported that motor dysfunction affected the evaluated performances.

The current study has several limitations that should be mentioned. First, we used a convenience sample, and most evaluated individuals were older than 10 years, meaning that we were unable to obtain data from individuals with DMD with good hand function (<10 years old). The second concern is that although the maze used in the computational task was simple, with low cognitive demand, we did not perform formal cognitive assessments. Future studies should employ more complicated maze designs that require more cognitive participation to solve the task, allowing the evaluation of diverse neuropsychologic aspects of planning, execution, spatial organization, and implicit memory. Such work will facilitate the generalization of the results for more complex computing activities such as those carried out in activities of daily living.

Conclusion

We observed improved computational task performance among participants with DMD following practice. However, a difference in MT was observed in all attempts among individuals from both groups.

The improvement on the computational task was positively influenced by the baseline performance level of individuals with DMD, which was itself affected by distal functionality, suggesting that better functionality leads to better performance. It was not associated with age or the overall functionality of individuals with DMD.
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